C-SMART is a comprehensive Azure cloud management platform. It enables your business to be more productive with Azure Cloud by taking away the tedious manual tasks involved in managing Azure resources.

C-SMART simplifies Azure usage with easy monitoring, management, optimization, and reporting. It reduces your manual efforts with its automated deployments and data migration features. C-SMART also leverages AI to learn your data usage and identify patterns and insights to improve the platform.

Automate your Azure deployments!

With C-SMART, you can automatically deploy Azure resources from standalone services to complex architectural blueprints. It provides a simple interface to discover, manage and visualize all your deployments.

C-SMART also provides backup configuration of Virtual Machines and disaster recovery configuration for SQL.

Secure traffic flow in and out of your system

C-SMART enables you to easily manage hybrid connectivity between Azure and your Data Centre and secure the in/outbound traffic with native Azure Firewall. It automates the networking and connectivity features for you.
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Simplified Data Governance

C-SMART automates data migration and ingestion from various source systems to Azure. It provides automated encryption for this data and a simple interface for Data Governance.

Monitor all your resources in a single place!

C-SMART enables monitoring of Azure resources across all deployments with dashboards showing the key metrics. It gives you a simple interface to start, stop & delete resources, along with ability to configure execution schedules. It also configures schedules at individual resource level.

Dynamic Application Health Dashboard

C-SMART helps you monitor application health with real-time dashboards. These Power BI dashboards show details of all functional aspects of the application and also provides drill down capabilities to review application sub-systems & associated Azure resources.

You can get alerts and notifications on email, Teams or Slack in case of events. It is also integrated with JIRA for ticket creation, resolution, and closure.
Optimize Cost with proper Resource Allocation!

With C-SMART, you can monitor real-time cost of your Azure resources and schedule resources to save cost through highly intuitive Power BI dashboards. It provides recommendations to reduce cost by analyzing resource utilization. With this dashboard, you get the ability to budget and forecast data. It also includes scheduler to start and stop Virtual Machines.